Testing

1) Is testing being conducted onsite?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Unsure

   Additional information:

2) Please describe any on-site testing activities and strategies. Include information about who conducts the test?
   - Who pays for the test(s)?
   - Are the tests required (if so, what happens when someone does not want to be tested)?
   - How are test results conducted (ensuring worker privacy and safety)?
   - When will test results be received and given to the worker?
   - Who provides information about the test result and interprets the test result to the worker?
   - What are the fitness for duty requirements and work restriction policies while the worker waiting for the test result and after the test result is received?
   - How will this information be communicated to the worker?

3) Is testing being offered or conducted offsite?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Unsure

   Additional information:
4) Please describe any on-site testing activities and strategies. Include information about who conducts the test?

- Who pays for the test(s)?

- Are the tests required (if so, what happens when someone does not want to be tested)?

- How are test results conducted (ensuring worker privacy and safety)?

- When will test results be received and given to the worker?

- Who provides information about the test result and interprets the test result to the worker?

- What are the fitness for duty requirements and work restriction policies while the worker waiting for the test result and after the test result is received?

- How will this information be communicated to the worker?

5) Does the IMT/fire management have written fitness for duty and return to work polices who individuals who test positive?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Unsure
☐ Other

Additional information:

Please describe fitness for duty and return to work polices for individuals who test positive or negative for COVID-19

- What are the work restrictions?

- When can the worker return to work?
• What is required to return to work?

• Will the worker be paid when work restrictions are implemented and who does the worker contact to obtain information about this?

• Is medical treatment/testing covered by the employer and who does the worker contact to obtain information about this?

• How will all of the above be communicated to the workers?